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FUNDING PARTNERS
–––––
The SCO is extremely grateful to the Scottish Government and to the City of Edinburgh
Council for their continued support. We are also indebted to our Business Partners,
all of the charitable trusts, foundations and lottery funders who support our projects,
and to the very many individuals who are kind enough to give us financial support and
who enable us to do so much. Each and every donation makes a difference and we truly
appreciate it.
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We are also incredibly thankful to the many individuals not listed who support the Orchestra
with either regular or one-off donations. Thank you.

CAN WE COUNT ON YOUR SUPPORT?
We are incredibly thankful to the many individuals who are kind enough to support the
Orchestra financially. Every donation makes a difference and helps us to travel across the
length and breadth of Scotland this summer.
We aim to make live orchestral music accessible to everyone and to keep the price of
concert tickets as fair as possible. Each donation is so appreciated and enables us to
bring music to audiences from Drumnadrochit to Dunoon.

To find out how to make a donation, please get in touch with Mary Clayton
on 0131 478 8369 or on our website at www.sco.org.uk/donate.

SCO.ORG.UK/SUPPORT-US
The SCO is a charity registered in Scotland No SC015039.
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W H AT YO U
ARE ABOUT
TO HEAR
Mozart (1756-1791)
Symphony No 38 in D Major, K 504,
'Prague' (1786)
Adagio – Allegro
Andante
Presto

Haydn (1732-1809)
Cello Concerto No 1 in C Major, Hob.
VIIb:1 (1761-65)
Moderato
Adagio
Allegro molto

Haydn (1732-1809)
Symphony No 104 in D Major, 'London'
(1795)
Adagio – Allegro
Andante
Menuetto and Trio: Allegro
Finale: Spiritoso

–––––
Two cities – Mozart’s Prague and Haydn’s
London – jostle for attention in today’s concert,
both locations enraptured by the music of
their respective composers, both of whom
repaid that adoration with some of their most
exuberant sounds. As we’ll find out, however,
there may be more of a British focus to the two
pieces than it initially appears.
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart – by reputation,
and indeed by quite a bit of evidence – was
able to produce music with remarkable ease,
fluency and speed. His ‘Prague’ Symphony,
however, is one of the few pieces for which
sketches survive showing the composer
working closely on his musical themes,
tweaking and adjusting them so that they’d
combine together, or could be transformed
effectively across a movement. He clearly
invested a lot of energy and creativity
in the work. And when you consider the
circumstances of its premiere, you can
understand why.
Mozart’s opera The Marriage of Figaro
opened at Vienna’s Burgtheater on 1 May
1786 to great critical acclaim, but it received
a rather lukewarm reaction from the general
public. It marked the start of the Imperial
capital, once besotted with the composer’s
boundless genius, falling a bit out of love with
Mozart. At its Prague staging in December
that year, however, Figaro was an immediate
and triumphant success, and the city’s musical
bigwigs begged the composer to visit in
person, to experience the acclaim himself,
and even direct some of his own music. He
duly obliged in January 1787, and by all
accounts, Mozart’s trip was a non-stop round
of banquets, parties and balls.
Prague loved Mozart, and the feelings were
reciprocated. In honour of the occasion,

But whatever its intended destination, there’s
no mistaking the Symphony’s grandeur – even
in the far-reaching harmonies through which
Mozart pushes the expectant slow introduction
to his first movement. When the movement’s
faster music finally arrives, it’s with an urgent,
almost heartbeat-like figure in the violins,
before a surprisingly slithering, chromatic
theme that begins in the lower strings, later
jumping to the oboe.

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

Mozart unveiled one of his richest, most
complex works in a concert on 19 January.
The ‘Prague’ Symphony contains some of the
grandest, most sophisticated music written
up to that time, and it went down a storm with
Prague listeners. So successful was Mozart’s
visit, in fact, that off its back he received
another Prague commission: for an opera on
the exploits of Don Juan, which became a
certain Don Giovanni.
It’s somewhat ironic, then, that the ‘Prague’
Symphony can’t possibly have been written
specifically for this overwhelmingly successful
trip. In fact, Mozart had completed the work
before he’d even been invited to the city.
His letters show that he was planning a visit
to England at the time he was composing
his Symphony No 38, a journey that never
happened when his father Leopold refused to
look after the composer’s two children. Had
Leopold been happy to babysit, what we now
know as the ‘Prague’ Symphony might well
have been dubbed the ‘London’ Symphony
instead, stealing the thunder from Haydn’s own
set of 12 ‘London’ symphonies by several years.

There’s more of that chromatic slithering
in the main theme of Mozart’s dance-like
second movement, whose good-natured,
somewhat homespun rusticity undercuts the
courtly elegance of its form. Mozart’s finale is
a dazzling, quicksilver movement that blazes
into energetic life as the full orchestra enters
noisily after a somewhat hushed opening. Its
second main theme might be calmer and more
elegant, but it can’t stop the good-natured
high jinks for long.
There’s no shortage of wit, humour and goodnatured fun in Haydn’s C Major Cello Concerto
– though for a long time it looked like we might
never get to experience them. The ‘other’,
probably better-known Haydn Cello Concerto,
in D Major, had been a well-established
fixture in the cello’s repertoire virtually since
the composer wrote it in 1783. It had always
been known, however, that there’d been
another one – Haydn said as much himself in
the exhaustive catalogue he kept of his own
works, rather alarmingly titled List of all the
compositions which I can at present remember
having composed from my 18th until my 73rd
year. Nobody knew the missing Concerto’s
whereabouts, however, and it was assumed to
have been mislaid or mislabelled somewhere,
probably lost forever.
Until 1961, that is, when Czech archivist and
musicologist Oldřich Pulkert discovered a

those earlier composers’ instrumental music,
while nonetheless looking ahead to the clarity,
balance and elegant restraint that he would
make entirely his own.

Franz Joseph Haydn

set of orchestral parts among documents
from Radenín Castle in Bohemia, held in the
collection of the Czech National Library in
Prague. The main theme of its first movement
on those orchestral parts matched sketches
in one of Haydn’s composition books, and the
identity of the mystery piece was confirmed:
this was indeed Haydn’s ‘missing’ C major Cello
Concerto. It duly received its modern-day
premiere in 1962 from Czech cellist Miloš Sádlo
and the Czech Radio Symphony Orchestra,
conducted by Charles Mackerras.

His opening movement, accordingly, feels
more akin to an amiable discussion between
soloist and orchestra, rather than the fierce
struggle for survival of concertos from just
a few decades later – though there’s no lack
of muscularity to the solo cello’s strongly
defined line. There’s an almost ecclesiastical
mood to Haydn’s deeply felt slow movement,
which includes certain passages that wouldn’t
sound out of place in an instrumental piece by
Handel. Listen out, too, for the soloist’s ‘secret’
entry: their first, long note, virtually unheard,
emerges from behind more assertive activity
from the orchestra, only slowly taking over the
movement’s main melody.
Haydn’s brisk, propulsive finale is the
movement in which he most overtly displays
the wit that would become his trademark.
After another ‘secret’ entry, the solo cellist
has a lot of fun in a part that dives and soars
right across the instrument’s fullest range,
finally pushing the orchestra all the way to the
Concerto’s brusque conclusion.

And it proved a very different piece from the
better-established D major Concerto. For a
start, Haydn wrote it around 20 years earlier,
probably between 1761 and 1765, when he
was just beginning what would end up as
almost three decades of employment with the
Esterházy family – almost certainly for Joseph
Franz Weigl, principal cellist in the Esterházy
court orchestra. Let’s not forget that this was
only a bit more than a decade after the death
of JS Bach, even fewer years after the death of
Handel, and Haydn’s music accordingly draws

Haydn was around the age of 30 when he
composed his C major Cello Concerto. By
the time he wrote his ‘London’ Symphony,
No 104, in 1794-5, however, he was 63, and he’d
spent almost 30 years in the employment of
the fabulously wealthy Esterházy family, much
of that time in the lavish but rather isolated
Eszterháza Palace, in what’s now north-west
Hungary, in Haydn’s time firmly at the heart of
the Habsburg Empire. During those decades,
he’d used the court’s resident musicians to
the fullest, virtually inventing the modern
symphony and string quartet as musical forms,

heavily on the conversational to-and-fro of

and developing his clean, clear, elegant and

mischievously witty musical style across operas,
chamber music and plenty more.

it. Nonetheless, there’s a definite feeling of
celebration and festivity to the Symphony’s
music – it seems unavoidably like a grand

But equally, he felt he needed to stretch his
wings. In 1790, at the age of 58, he found his
chance. The incoming Prince Anton looked
to trim back his artistic outgoings, still
guaranteeing an on-going salary for Haydn, but
no longer requiring the musician’s permanent
presence at court. The composer’s music
was already wildly popular among London
audiences, and German-born, London-based
impresario Johann Peter Salomon snapped him
up for two visits to England, the first in 1791-2,
and the second in 1794-5. Both went down a
storm, so much so that Haydn reportedly even
considered settling permanently in the English
capital (and was explicitly invited to do so by
George III, no less).

bowing-out statement, one that’s almost
certainly intended to please his London
audiences, and would also provide a fitting
farewell to the orchestral form that Haydn had
done so much to establish.

He hobnobbed with royalty and the
aristocracy, was fêted at high-society
occasions, and even received an honorary
doctorate in Oxford (which provided his
‘Oxford’ Symphony, No 92, with its nickname).
More importantly, with the six symphonies
he composed for his first visit, he got to know
just what his London listeners liked. When
he returned two years later, he could give it
to them all over again with six more ‘London’
symphonies – and plenty more besides. In that
respect, Haydn’s second batch of ‘London’
symphonies – Nos 99 to 104 – represents a rare
meeting of composer’s and audience’s minds:
each knows the other intimately, and each is
out to enjoy that relationship to the fullest.
No 104, however, is the only one of Haydn’s
12 ‘London’ symphonies to have retained
its ‘London’ nickname. It’s also the very final
Symphony that Haydn would ever write.
Was he aware of that fact when creating
it? It’s unlikely – more probably, he simply
didn’t compose any more after completing

No 104 received its official premiere on
13 April 1795, and then went on to form the
centrepiece of Haydn’s farewell concert to
London three weeks later. Of that later event,
Haydn – ever the canny businessman – wrote
in his diary: ‘The hall was filled with a picked
audience. The whole company was delighted
and so was I. I took in this evening 4000 gulden.
One can make as much as this only in England.’
The first movement’s bold, slow introduction
sets the Symphony’s monumental tone right
from its opening seconds, and Haydn’s quieter
passages here seem to gaze across wide
open spaces, or even far out into space, away
from the splendour and pageantry of its
louder moments. It’s clearly music to impress,
invigorate and intrigue – as is the brighter,
faster music that it leads into, which begins
unassumingly before bursting into brilliant life.
Haydn charts an intriguing journey, too,
in his slow movement, whose bright, lilting
opening slowly progresses into something
far darker and angrier. His third movement
is an assertive, outspoken minuet, with some
unexpected empty spaces that would no doubt
have had dancers tripping over themselves. He
closes, however, with charm and joy, in a finale
that brings together a collection of Slavonic
folk tunes that he would no doubt have heard
during his years working on the Esterházy
estates, filled with irrepressible energy.
© David Kettle

Conductor
MAXIM
E M E LYA N YC H E V

–––––
At the Scottish Chamber Orchestra Maxim Emelyanychev follows in the footsteps of just five
previous Principal Conductors in the Orchestra’s 48-year history; Roderick Brydon (1974-1983),
Jukka-Pekka Saraste (1987-1991), Ivor Bolton (1994-1996), Joseph Swensen (1996-2005) and
Robin Ticciati (2009-2018).
Highlights of his 2021/22 season include his debut with some of the most prestigious international
orchestras: Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia, Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra, Rotterdam
Philharmonic, Deutsches Symphonie-Orchester, Toronto Symphony, Swedish Radio Symphony
Orchestra. They include returns to the Antwerp Symphony, the Orchestre National du Capitole
de Toulouse, the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic and a European tour with the Scottish Chamber
Orchestra, followed by appearances to the Radio-France Montpellier Festival and the Edinburgh
International Festival.
In 2022/23 Maxim will tour the USA with the Scottish Chamber Orchestra and will make his debut
with the New Japan Philharmonic, the Osaka Kansai Philharmonic, the Bergen Philharmonic
Orchestra, the Helsinki Radio Symphony Orchestra, the Czech Philharmonic Orchestra, the
Rotterdam Philharmonic Orchestra and will return to the Orchestre National du Capitole de
Toulouse and to the Royal Opera House in Mozart's Die Zauberflöte.
He regularly collaborates with renowned artists such as Max Emanuel Cenčić, Patrizia Ciofi, Joyce
DiDonato, Franco Fagioli, Richard Goode, Sophie Karthäuser, Stephen Hough, Katia et Marielle
Labèque, Marie-Nicole Lemieux, Julia Lezhneva, Alexei Lubimov, Riccardo Minasi, Xavier Sabata
and Dmitry Sinkovsky.
Maxim is also a highly respected chamber musician. His most recent recording, of Brahms
Violin Sonatas with long-time collaborator and friend Aylen Pritchin, was released on Aparté in
December 2021 and has attracted outstanding reviews internationally. With the Scottish Chamber
Orchestra, Maxim has recorded the Schubert Symphony No 9 – the symphony with which he made
his debut with the orchestra – which was released on Linn Records in November 2019.
For full biography please visit sco.org.uk

Cello
PHILIP
HIGHAM

–––––
Born in Edinburgh, Philip studied with Ruth Beauchamp at St Mary's Music School and
subsequently at the RNCM with Emma Ferrand and Ralph Kirshbaum. He also enjoyed
mentoring from Steven Isserlis. In 2008 he became the first UK cellist to win 1st Prize
in the Bach Leipzig competition, and followed it with major prizes in 2009 Lutosławski
Competition, and the 2010 Grand Prix Emmanuel Feuermann in Berlin. He was selected for
representation by Young Classical Artist Trust between 2009 and 2014.
He has appeared as soloist with the Philharmonia Orchestra, the Hallé Orchestra
(broadcast by BBC Radio 3), the Royal Northern Sinfonia and Bournemouth Symphony
Orchestra. He has given recitals at the Wigmore Hall, Brighton Festival and Lichfield
Festival, and further afield in Germany, Istanbul and Washington DC. In 2014 he performed
the complete Bach Suites in Tokyo at the Musashino Cultural Foundation, and again at
Wigmore Hall in 2017.
Philip has been described as ‘possessing that rare combination of refined technique with
subtle and expressive musicianship… all the qualities of a world-class artist’ (The Strad),
and has been praised for his ‘expansive but tender playing’ (Gramophone). His debut
recording of the Britten Solo Suites (Delphian, 2013) was named instrumental disc of the
month in both Gramophone and BBC Music magazines. He has also recently released the
complete Bach Suites, to critical acclaim.
Philip was appointed Principal Cello of the Scottish Chamber Orchestra in 2016. He plays a
fine Milanese cello by Carlo Giuseppe Testore, made in 1697, and is grateful for continued
support from Harriet's Trust.
Philip's Chair is kindly supported by The Thomas Family

Biography
SCOTTISH
CHAMBER
ORCHESTRA

–––––
The internationally celebrated Scottish Chamber Orchestra is one of Scotland’s National
Performing Companies.
Formed in 1974 and core funded by the Scottish Government, the SCO aims to provide as many
opportunities as possible for people to hear great music by touring the length and breadth
of Scotland, appearing regularly at major national and international festivals and by touring
internationally as proud ambassadors for Scottish cultural excellence.
Making a significant contribution to Scottish life beyond the concert platform, the Orchestra works
in schools, universities, colleges, hospitals, care homes, places of work and community centres
through its extensive Creative Learning programme. The SCO is also proud to engage with online
audiences across the globe via its innovative Digital Season.
An exciting new chapter for the SCO began in September 2019 with the arrival of dynamic young
conductor Maxim Emelyanychev as the Orchestra’s Principal Conductor.
The SCO and Emelyanychev released their first album together (Linn Records) in November 2019
to widespread critical acclaim. The repertoire - Schubert’s Symphony No. 9 in C major ‘The Great’ –
is the first concert Emelyanychev performed with the Orchestra in March 2018.
The SCO also has long-standing associations with many eminent guest conductors including
Conductor Emeritus Joseph Swensen, François Leleux, Pekka Kuusisto, Richard Egarr, Andrew
Manze and John Storgårds.
The Orchestra enjoys close relationships with many leading composers and has commissioned
almost 200 new works, including pieces by the late Sir Peter Maxwell Davies, Sir James MacMillan,
Sally Beamish, Martin Suckling, Einojuhani Rautavaara, Karin Rehnqvist, Mark-Anthony Turnage,
Nico Muhly and Associate Composer Anna Clyne.
For full biography please visit sco.org.uk
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